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Abstract
The Windsat spin drive assembly is a high precision constant speed drive assembly with challenging
design requirements. Many difficulties were encountered during the design and build of the spin drive
assembly. Additionally, after 2 years of nominal on-orbit operation the Windsat spin drive assembly spun
out-of-control, resulting in a temporary cessation of the W indsat/Coriolis mission. After a lengthy
investigation, telemetry analysis revealed that the resolver based tachometer data was likely being
corrupted by two distinct kinds of slip ring noise. Workarounds were devised to successfully bring W indsat
back on-line, and another similar spin anomaly was recovered from 5 months later. This paper will
concentrate on the many lessons learned from the Windsat spin drive development and subsequent onorbit anomaly. Additionally, the goal of the paper is to convey the “key things that were done well” as well
as the “things that should be done different next time” (good vs. bad heritage).
introduction
Windsat is the primary payload on the Coriolis spacecraft. The Windsat payload size is roughly 2-meters
square by 3-meters tall with a mass of 450 kg. Windsat is a demonstration program to evaluate the ability
to exploit passive microwave polarimetry to measure the full ocean surface wind field (wind speed and
wind direction) from space. This payload is very similar to the NPOESS CMlS payload currently under
design. The Windsat payload instrument spins continuously at 31.6 revolutions per minute via a spin drive
mechanism called the Bearing And Power Transfer Assembly (BAPTA). For accurate geolocation, the
BAPTA is a precision device with a spin rate accuracy of 4.05% and a position feedback accuracy of
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Figure 1. WindsatICoriolis (left) and Wind Speed/Direction Data (right)
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20.0055 degree. To provide a zero momentum payload a 189 Nms momentum wheel spins in the
opposite direction of the payload. During operation, the Windsat payload and BAPTA speed control is
“slaved to track the momentum wheel speed. This system performed nominally for 2 years on-orbit (33
million revolutions), until February, 2005 when the BAPTA abruptly spun out-of-control.

BAPTA / Slip Ring Design Overview
The BAPTA design (Figure 2) incorporates a “bolt-on” slip ring assembly which provided ease of
integration & test and “modular functionality” of the separate units. The BAPTA was designed with a
redundantly wound three phase brushless DC torque motor and redundant dual speed (1X & 64X)
resolvers. The resolvers provided 18-bit position resolution and better than 16 bit accuracy after
conversion via a resolver to digital converter. This also enhanced the servo “stiffness” to maintain the tight
20.05% speed control required. Two angular-contact machine spindle bearings supported the aluminumberyllium rotating housing, resulting in a very stiff, robust structural design.

Figure 2. BAPTNSlip Ring Assembly
The slip ring performance was the most challenging aspect of the BAPTA. The design life for Windsat is 3
years at 31.6 rpm, which translates to 50 million revolutions. Many spacecraft slip ring applications are for
solar array drives that have rotational life requirements several orders of magnitude lower. The Boeing
376, NGST/Ball DSCS II spun/despun satellites, and a few others, have the only slip rings with life
requirements in this class. The Boeing slip rings use silver rings with silver/MoS2 brushes, whereas the
DSCSll used a gold-on-gold slip ring design. However, unique to Windsat was the requirement to pass
high-rate 1553 digital data and resolver transmitter signals across the slip ring, which are much more
sensitive to high-frequency slip ring noise than these previous applications. Much life test data existed for
slip rings, but little if any high frequency noise data existed for slip rings at the time of Windsat design.
Fortunately, a 1968 vintage DSCS II program slip ring unit was found that had been through a 200 million
revolution life test in the 1970’s. This unit was tested in 1999 with a comprehensive slip ring test set,
designed to monitor & record high-frequency slip ring noise. After several hours of noisy operation, the
brushes pushed the significant amounts of wear debris to the side (Figure 3) and the slip ring noise went
away. This test data gave us confidence that this type of slip ring would work, while another life test on a
new unit closer to the flight design was run in parallel to the fabrication of the flight slip rings. The Windsat
& DSCS II slip ring designs are of the oil-lubricated, gold-brush / gold-ring variety, but differ from any
other gold-on-gold designs. The Windsat slip ring design consists of hard gold alloy brushes made from
wire that is swaged to a rectangular cross section (Figure 4). The brushes were swaged flat instead of
round in an attempt to accommodate more wear debris under the brush. Since Windsat & DSCS II spin in
only one direction, a pair of trailing rings sit in a “W” shaped contact groove compared to the more
common bidirectional “stubbing” & trailing round wire in a ‘‘V’ groove configuration. The “trailing only”
design is less prone to brush bounce compared to a “stubbing” design. Additional details on the DSCSll
slip rings can be found in reference 1. Since there was great concern for slip ring noise problems, 100%
parallel redundant rings were used for all signal rings resulting in 4-8 contacts per wire (4 vs. 8 contacts
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depending on how the brush might "lift off" due to debris). Additionally, unlike the typical gold plated rings,
the Windsat rings are solid soft gold with a hard gold flash coating on top (Figure 4).
post Lire
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Figure 3. Windsat / DSCS Slip Rings

Figure 4. Windsat / DSCS Slip RinglBrush Contact Cross Section
Design & Manufacture Lessons Learned

There were numerous lessons learned during the design, build, and test phase of the Windsat BAPTA
and slip rings. What will be discussed are the "key things that were done well" as well as the "things that
should be done different next time"
Test Validated Toraue Marains
The performance test program for the Windsat BAPTA required it to meet its rate and position accuracy
requirements when operating under a 4X worst-case drag torque. This test was performed by measuring
the cold drag torque (worst-case) and driving the BAPTA against an open loop torque motor (acting as a
brake) to produce the 4X drag torque. The BAPTA was found to function well under this load but the
increased BAPTA motor current caused the resolver based tachometer feedback signal to get noisy. The
noise was due to secondary power supply feedback into the resolver-to-digital chip under high load.
Adding an RIC filter and a Zener Diode circuit between the secondary power supply and the resolver-todigital chip eliminated this noise. By performing performance testing at worst-case torque, this problem

was fixed on the ground allowing us to fully utilize our torque margin with full closed loop servo
performance. It is common to demonstrate margin by analysis only or via friction torque measurements
but less common to verify closed-loop servo torque margin performance. Onlv the closed-loop servo
toraue marain test performed would have cauaht our resolver noise problem. Additionally, the large
margins built into all aspects of the design helped in the decision to fly “as-is” with numerous
problems/defects that will be described hereafter.
Desian/Test For Indefinite Stall At Hot TVAC
The NRL standard test program for the Windsat BAPTA required testing the BAPTA under stalled
conditions at worst case hot thermal vacuum until the BAPTA reached thermal equilibrium. Designing the
BAPTA to survive these conditions and performing this test gave us the confidence that it was extremely
difficult to damage the BAPTA by mistakes or anomalies on the ground or on-orbit. As point of fact, during
the Windsat on-orbit anomaly the BAPTA drive motor was hammered back and forth with full stall current
at 13 Hz for 15 minutes with no damage.
Don’t Put Precision Feedback Device (Resolver) In A Load Path
The Windsat BAPTA resolver was mounted at the end of the BAPTA, which supported the cantilever,
mounted slip ring assembly. As such all cantilevered slip ring launch loads were transmitted through the
resolver mounting structure. While this structure was capable of handling these loads, the resolvers are
precision bonded to this structure and some slight settling of the resolver position was seen after the first
BAPTA vibration and thermal vacuum testing. After this initial “set” the position did not drift noticeably and
was thus more of a “headache” than a real problem. The layout of the Windsat BAPTA does not leave
many optional locations for locating the resolver (Le., out of a load path). However, for future designs
consideration should be given to placement of precision feedback devices relative to load paths.
Blind Holes, Filtered Vents & Labvrinth Seals Prevent Contamination Problems - Both Goina In And
Cominq Out - Especially On Slip Rinas
The Windsat BAPTA and slip rings had a design requirement for blind holes whenever possible and
filtered vents and/or labyrinth seals to prevent contamination problems. Many drives have suffered
anomalies due to contamination in bearings or air gaps. This is especially critical on designs with slip
rings. Slip rings with the life requirements of Windsat create significant amounts of wear debris. Managing
this debris and keeping it out of bearings, air gaps, (and shorting rings) it a crucial part of the design. In
the Windsat design the slip ring assembly had labyrinth seals that kept the slip ring debris contained
within the slip ring and away from bearings, motors, and resolvers. Slip ring barriers were made with
heights large enough to prevent debris buildup ring shorts. Additionally, all power + rings were grouped
together and all returns were grouped together to minimize potential shorting paths. On the signal side we
had alternating “odd & even” side brush blocks for consecutive signal wiring and ring assignments of
shield, +, -, shield (4 rings per twisted shielded pair, Figure 5) to prevent adjacent circuit shorting and
minimize noise and crosstalk. A final lesson was learned from inspecting the old DSCSll slip ring life test
unit, which was full of wear debris. It was found that the oil impregnated reservoirs used to help replenish
the relatively high vapor pressure oil used in the 1970’s had a side benefit of acting as a “fly trap” to
collect a thick layer of wear debris away from the critical brushlring interface. Thus while the new low
vapor pressure oil used on the Windsat slip rings did not need oil reservoirs, they were maintained for
their “wear debris management” function.

Figure 5

- Signal Rings - Twisted Shielded Pairs
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Motors - Not Challenaina But Acts Like a “Maanet” For “Mundane” Problems
For various reasons spaceflight motors seem to have an unusual amount of minor manufacturing
problems, which at best impact schedule and at worst impact reliability. As such, special attention should
be paid to the motor contract and it is strongly recommended that an extra thorough pre-ship
test/inspection/documentation review be conducted at the motor vendor prior to accepting motor delivery.
On Windsat, motor manufacturing defects drove us to procure motors from 2 different vendors and
neither vendor produced defect-free motors - in the end we flew the motor that had the least defects. A
listing of problems that have been encountered with both the Windsat BAPTA motors as well as a few on
other programs follows:
1) Windings potted in Stycast thermally conductive epoxy. Stycast cracked (Figure 6) after thermal
cycling as a result of CTE mismatch between Stycast & copper windings. Resulted in X-rays of
motor to look for crack induced strain on windings. Also resulted in “painting” the Stycast with
Urelane in an effort to contain any pieces of Stycast that might pop off and jam the air gap or
bearings. On the Windsat BAPTA, we ended up flying a motor that had the least cracks in the
Stycast. While Stycast winding encapsulant may not cause a problem on small motors, on large
motors like the 147-mm-diameter Windsat BAPTA motor it is probably best to avoid potting
windings in Stycast.

Figure 6. Fine-Focus X-Rays, Cracked Stycast (left), Nicked Hookup Wires (right)
Lamination stack painted with “fluidize”. Problems with fluidize adhesiodflaking off. Riskkoncern
that fluidize flakes could get into bearings.
Magnets or non-corrosion resistant backiron nickel plated. Problems with nickel plating
adhesiodflaking off. Problems with epoxy washcoat bubbling/peeling off. Riskkoncern that
platingkoating flakes could get into bearings. Use corrosion-resistant materials to the greatest
extent possible to minimize need for plating & epoxy coating. When coating is required perform
tape test & detailed inspections.
4) Hookup wire strain relief problems. Various instances of insufficiently designed strain relief in
multiple vendorddesigns wherein wire insulation damaged (Figure 6) or wires broken. Strain relief
is something that rarely gets enough attention.
Problems with air gap tolerances. Tolerance stack analysis required both at room temperature
and worst-case temperatures. Analysis should be verified by test/measurement.
Problems with motor cleanliness. Particulate contamination, which could get into bearings &
reduce lubricant life. In extreme cases debris in tapped/helicoiled holes, which could jam, air gap
or bearings. (Watch out for helicoil tangs, small tap pieces, etc)
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7) Finally, while not necessarily a problem, a very faint motor ‘’ticking” sound was found wherein the
tick corresponded to the commutation frequency of the motor (6-step commutation) and the
intensity of the sound was proportional to motor current. This was first noticed during Windsat
EM1 in the “soundproof” EM1 chamber. The drive had been listened to with a mechanics
stethoscope earlier as standard practice but the faint tick was not noticed. However, the
stethoscope test was done in a clean room next to the air handling system so it is quite possible
the “tick sound was always there but not noticed until the dead quiet EM1 chamber. The tick
might have been just the magnetostrictive contraction of the armature and normal - it is not
known for sure. The ticking sound was tracked through system level vibe, TVAC, etc and it never
changed and the source was never isolated. A lesson learned is to turn off all noise sources (air
handlers, etc) when listening to something and to use a microphone to provide an audio record
that is subsequently analyzed by sound /frequency analysis software if possible.

Value Of Screenina Toraue Traces On Bearinas - EsDeciallv Thin Section
The Windsat slip rings were built as a standalone assembly with their own bearings. This was done for
ease of integration and to minimize potential conflicts with the slip ring integration and test schedule. The
bearings used were angular contact thin section (50.8-mm ( 2 ) ID, 63.5-mm (2.5”)
OD, 6.35-mm (0.25)
cross section, 42 balls). Since the slip ring vendor had limited bearing design/analysis capabilities, NRL
helped them with bearing design and analysis. Additionally NRL provided the bearings and assisted with
installation. During bearing screening torque tests conducted at NRL prior to installation, several bearing
pairs were rejected as a result of torque spikes at the bearing cage frequency (Figure 7). The bearing had
very thin “rubber band like” one-piece phenolic retainers, which were difficult to dimensionally control.
Many of the cages were out-of-round and would pinch the riding land of the bearing, resulting in torque
spikes at the cage frequency. The torque screening tests ensured that these bearings were rejected and
after several iterations acceptable bearings were obtained and flown.
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Figure 7. Screening Torque Trace (left) & Thin Section Bearings (right)
Analvsis & Life Test Data For Couplinas Cannot Be Overlooked
The Windsat BAPTA design used two different bellows shaft couplings. Shaft couplings are often a
“necessary evil” when multiple shafts must be connected and small amounts of misalignment would result
in large/unacceptable bearing loads. On the Windsat BAPTA the shafts in question were aligned with high
precision, however, there was no solid analytical prediction for coupling life. One of the couplings was a
“catalog” design with a published fatigue life/misalignment capability. When the vendor was pressed to
back up the published data, however, it was found that it was extrapolated off tests of the first few
couplings made 50 years ago and that “you really should run a test”. A life test was run on one of the
couplings with the flight misalignment duplicated. The life test was stopped after the required design life of
3 years / 50 million revolutions as it was deemed unlikely that a fatigue failure would occur past that point
(and because the life test gearbox wore out). There are many different styles/designs of shaft couplings,
the more common being Oldham and Bellows. The Oldham can wear and have backlash issues whereas
the bellows can fail by fatigue (either in vibration testing or operation). An assessment of the life-limiting
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impacts on the design should be done, and if necessary, a life test should be conducted. The program did
not have the time or funds to conduct a life test on the second bellows coupling used and the program
accepted that risk. This has been borne out by the fact that the BAPTA has so far seen over 40 million
revolutions to date without a failure.
Manv Commercial Slip Rina Vendors Can Use Help When Desianina For Space. Especiallv When it
Comes To Thermal Desian 81Bearinas
There several slip ring vendors being used for space in the USA. All of the slip rings vendors are primarily
“commercial” slip ring vendors wherein space is a sideline business. As such, it is recommended that
special attention/oversight be given to the slip ring vendor to ensure the unique design and reliability
aspects related to space are satisfied. For instance, none of the slip ring vendors have special expertise
in bearing design, or detailed thermal analysis that is typically required for long-life high reliability space
applications. As such, NRL and Ball assisted the slip ring vendor with the bearing design and purchased,
lubricated, screened, and helped install the bearings. NRL also performed a detailed thermal analysis and
provided the information to the slip ring vendor to assist in temperature and thermal expansion/brush
alignment analyses. The detailed thermal analvsis NRL Performed on the Windsat slip rinas was critical in
ensurina adeauate performance from the slip rinas as well as enablina us to understand and recover from
the Windsat BAPTA on-orbit anomalv. This will be discussed further in the next section “On-Orbit
Anomaly Lessons Learned.”
Slip Rinas - “Devil is in the Details”
Slip rings are a fairly ‘low tech” device. However, for high reliability, long-life space applications “the devil
is in the details” to ensure proper performance and reliability. When passing high-frequency signals
across slip rings this problem is multiplied greatly. On the Windsat slip rings many “detail problems” were
encountered such as the following:
1) As mentioned previously the Windsat slip rings were solid “soft” gold with a thin hard gold flash
top coating. The slip rings were sent to Ball Aerospace for cleaning and lubrication. After cleaning
a microscopic inspection was performed wherein it was noticed that several of the slip rings were
cracked (Figure 8). After the first cracks were discovered a 100% microscopic “mapping” of the
slip rings were performed and other cracks were found. The rings were also eddy current
inspected, which also uncovered a few faint cracks. None of the cracks affected the ring
resistancehmpedance, and the brush wear actually tended to smear over the cracks in a
beneficial manner so it was decided that the cracks were acceptable. Finding cracks on solid
“soft” gold slip rings was surprising. It was determined that the cracks were caused by plating with
a current density that was “in-spec” but at the high end of the spec. Subsequently the current
density tolerance was revised and the second, flight spare slip ring was plated with no cracking.
While the crackina was not desirable, no problems were ever caused bv the cracks.

Figure 8. Cracked Slip Rings
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2) The slip ring wires used Tefzel wire insulation per MIL-W-22749/44 and M27500-28SR2S23.
There were numerous instances wherein the wire insulation cracked at bend radiuses (Figure 9).
This required a lot of tedious repair work and inspection. Similar problems were also seen on the
Tefzel motor hookup wires. While the definitive cause of this was not determined, no cracking
was seen in the second, flight spare slip rings where the wire used was procured from Raychem
as Raychem wire had been used on the rest of Windsat with no cracking. When digging into other
experience with this problem it was found that the Tefzel cracking seemed to occur most often in
the presence of elevated temperature epoxy/potting cure operations. However, no definitive
causeleffect relationship was determined.

i

Figure 9. Cracked Tefzel Wire
3) As mentioned previously, the slip rings were cleaned and lubricated by Ball Aerospace. During
cleaning an analysis of the solvent rinse was conducted, which revealed silicone contamination.
The slip ring specification prohibited any silicone materials, lotions, etc from being used on or
near the slip rings as silicone contamination can cause lubricant dewetting and form compounds,
which result in slip ring noise. The source of the contamination was eventually traced to Kapton
tape that was mislabeled by the tape vendor and contained silicone adhesive, even though it was
labeled as acrylic adhesive. A lengthy cleaning process was undertaken to remove the silicone
from the slip rings. If not for the extraordinarily thorough cleaning and lubrication process
procedures at Ball, the slip rings would likely have had silicone contamination problems, which
would have resulted in disastrous consequences. It is recommended that solvent rinse analvsis
be conducted durina slip rina Drocessina of slip rina assemblies.
4) The Windsat slip ring had 137 rings and 274 brushes in a 305-mm (12-inch) length. Slip ring-tobrush alignment was very challenging and key to proper functionality. Alignment features and
tight tolerances were necessary to properly control alignment. Additionally, a detailed thermal
model/analysis was performed to analyze the effect of thermal gradientdtemperature on slip ring
to brush alignment. Finally, displacement during vibration was analyzed to ensure that brushes
would not “jump rings” during vibration testing/launch. None of these conditions presented a trivial
problem. Furthermore, as the slip rings wear, they create wear debris which tends to get pushed
to the sidelout of the contact path with continued rotation. During normal operations the slip rings
are maintained within a narrow 25-30°C temperature band. However, occasionally the spacecraft
goes into a radiation upset induced safe hold which turns everything off and the slip rings cool to
approximately 0°C. Starting up from this temperature results in displacement of the brushes due
to differential thermal expansion and presents an opportunity for “running in the debris on the side
of the road. In fact, the sliD rina/brush disDlacement at cold temDerature may have Dlaved a Dart
in the on-orbit anomalv that will be discussed in detail later as both on-orbit BAPTA anomalies
occurred within weeks of a safe hold event.
5) The Windsat slip rings were lubricated with a thin film of oil supplied by Ball Aerospace. During
cold temperature acceptance TVAC testing (-20 to 5°C)slip ring noise was found. This noise was
due to hydrodynamic effects of the thickened oil at these temperatures. It was determined that
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this noise could be “burned through” with the 2 Amps of current used on the power rings but not
with the 100 mA of current used on the signal rings. Additionally, the rings that exhibited oil
exhibited a bead of excess oil that clung to the brush at the ring contact (Figure 10). Rings
without this oil bead did not seem to show cold temperature noise. This problem was solved by 2
methods: 1) re-oiling the slip rings with a slightly lower quantity of oil which did not result in the oil
beads at the ring contacts, and 2) adding a heater to the slip rings to try to keep the rings above
5°C. After retesting with the lower oil quantity there was no noise found all the way down to -2OC.

Final Reduced Oil Quantity (Right)

Figure 10. Original Oil Quantity (Left)

Since the Windsat slip rings had a high life cycle requirement and slip ring noise & wear are a
function of brush force, the brush force was measured on all 274 of the slip ring brushes. This
brush force inspection was a difficult. Dainstakina process. but it Daid off in that it revealed that
desDite the best of efforts and tolerancina. manv of the brush forces were sianificantlv out of
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7) It is typically believed that the environment (air vs. vacuum) does not affect gold on gold slip rings
but does affect silver/MoSp slip rings. On Windsat, we found that after running at 30 rpm for
approximately one week in air we would get high-frequency slip ring noise. This noise would
clean up / go away after several days of running at 30 rpm in nitrogen or vacuum. While there
were no timelfunds to investigate the mechanism for this, it is postulated that an extreme
pressure additive in the oil may be oxidizing in air to form insulating compounds. In N2 or vacuum
this material may be wordpushed away and cannot form in the absence of oxygen. This didn’t
seem to have any adverse impact on the performance of the life test units. Additionally it had no
impact on Windsat as air drag limited the speed of the full up Windsat payload in air to a few rpm
and there was never enough revolutions in air to run into this problem.
The Windsat slip rings are constructed from a stack of slip ring modules. Prior to the module
“stacking” the individual modules were thermal cycled to screen for “bad bond” or rings going
open circuit. These screening tests resulted in rejecting a module with multiple opens and finding
a module with one bad circuit that was relegated to a spare, prior to wiring and any “pain”.
9) The slip ring brush design was an exact copy of the DSCSll design. However, since DSCS had
fewer and smaller diameter rings, the brush placement differed. Unfortunately, the placement
used left the tips of the brushes dangerously close to the brushlring contact point. In fact a few of
the brushes created large piles of run-in debris, which was traced to contact at the brush tip and
“digging in”. Fortunately, this only affected a few brushes and enough spare rings were available
to reassign these circuits.
SliD rinas are verv process-sensitive devices. It has taken decades to learn all of the Drocesses that need
to be controlled/Daid attention to in order to Droduce reliable sliD rinas. Manv of the DeoDle who “learned
these lessons” have left and the Droaram should make sure that those details have been carried forward
into the current Droduction or the “heritaae” cited mav not be valid. This issue was encountered when
building the Windsat slip rings, which traced their heritage back to the DSCSll program, last built in the
1970’s. There were actually still several people at the slip ring vendor and Ball who worked on the DSCSll
slip rings. However, undoubtedly there was a lot that was forgotten, especially when it came to “why it
was done that way”. The Windsat slip ring design was very similar to DSCSll but not the same. One
“heritage” mistake we made on Windsat was to copy the DSCSll signal and power brush design, exactly
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to print. The DSCSll unit had 12-mm (0.5-inch) diameter signal rings with correspondingly short signal
brushes and 25-mm (1-inch) diameter power rings with longer power brushes. For various reasons (well
thought out) Windsat ended up with both signal and power rings at 38-mm diameter (1.5 inches). The
Windsat/DSCSII power brushes were much longer and had a much lower stiffness/spring rate. This made
the power brushes much less sensitive to variations in brush force from misalignment and thermal
excursions when compared to the shorter signal brushes. In hindsight, this was an obvious error it would
have been better to not blindly copy “heritage” and optimize the brush design for brush force sensitivity i.e., make all brushes like the power brushes.
Values of Thorouqh Testinq (vs. Dumb & Hamv)
This may seem obvious and not really a lesson learned, however, there is always budget and schedule
pressure to reduce testing. On Windsat we did not compromise when it came to thorough testing. This
had the extremely beneficial effect of catching many problems and fixing them before they were flown.
However, it also had the parasitic effect of “finding lots of blemishes under a microscope” that we might
have been just as happy to not know about. A highlighthecap of some of the things that were found by
extremely thorough testing that would not have been uncovered with “normal testing” follows. Some of
these had a big impact; others were just “interesting”.

-

NRL test set designed to detect high-frequency noise finds problems not seen in typical slip ring
tests
Found at least some cold temp noise could be “burned thru” with current
Found high-frequency noise in air vs. GN2& vacuum
Found torque decreases significantly with vacuum level (<pressure=<friction)
Found & solved cold temperature noise during acceptance testing which helped diagnose onorbit anomaly (more on this later)
100% microscopic mapping of rings also helped diagnosis of anomaly & revealed cracks
previously unnoticed
Value of slip ring module level thermal cycle tests screening “bad bond”
On-Orbit Anomaly Lessons Learned

After 2 years / 33 million revolutions of nominal operation the Windsat BAPTA abruptly spun out of control
(Figure 11). After a lengthy (and confusing) investigation, telemetry analysis revealed that the BAPTA
resolver-based speed data was corrupt. Figure 1 1 shows the commanded speed, BAPTA resolver-based
speed estimate, and the “true” BAPTA speed derived from spacecraft rates from the spacecraft Inertial
Measurement Unit and conservation of momentum. In this figure, you can see the BAPTA speed going
unstable and the true speed diverging from the resolver-based speed. Once the instability grows, the
three-axis stable spacecraft begins to yaw uncontrollably, which triggers a commanded BAPTA spindown and spacecraft “safe hold” mode. Since the data shows that the resolver system appeared to be
corrupt, and the spin drive had redundant resolvers and electronics, the “B-side” was selected. The
redundant B-side, however, was also found to be unstable (Figure 12). After extensive unsuccessful (and
very confusing) troubleshooting, some troubleshooting commands were issued wherein the A&B sides of
the BAPTA electronics were simultaneously turned on and the stationary 16-bit resolver position was
queried. With the BAPTA stationary, both A and B side angles read identical (as they should) and they
also read the correct angle (as roughly determined via external means). It was recognized at this point
that all post-anomaly spin/troubleshooting was conducted at cold temperatures (around 5°C) as a result of
the Windsat payload being off from the BAPTA induced spacecraft safe-hold. From earlier experience
gained during cold temperature acceptance testing of the slip rings; it was theorized that cold temperature
related slip ring noise was likely corrupting the B-side resolver which had its “transmitter” coil power
passed across the slip rings. While the slip rings were able to start up at temperatures around 5°C during
the first two years of operation, it was postulated that the effects of two years (33 million revolutions) of
operation had resulted in a greater tendency for slip ring lubricant related noise to occur at cold
temperature. Additionally, with 20/20 hindsight it would have been better to size the slip ring heater larger,
but it was added late in the program when there was no more power left in the budget and no justification
for a change that would “break” the power budget as the slip rings worked fine at that time all the way
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down to -2OC. Even with a larger slip ring heater care would need to be taken with thermal gradients and
brushhing alignment.
BAPTA Speed Relative to Bus in SCS Frame
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Figure 11. Original On-Orbit “A-Side” Spin Anomaly
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Additionally, it was postulated that a “blobs” of slip ring debris could have been the cause of the original
A-side instability which occurred at the operational temperature of 25-3OOC. However, with limited on-orbit
telemetry there is no easy way to confirm this. One item of note is that while we had full electrical
redundancy and multiple redundant (parallel) slip ring contacts, all of the rings have the samekommon
wear life (i.e., wear life is not redundant). With these anomaly theories in hand a workaround was devised
to power on the payload on for several days to warm up the slip rings prior to BAPTA / momentum wheel
spin up. (The payload had to be powered off during spin up to minimize the risk of blowing a fuse on the
spacecraft power bus from the “peak” current draw during spin up.) On June 13, 2005 the workaround
was successfully implemented and the BAPTA operated nominally on the B-side.
On October 27, 2005, however, the BAPTA went unstable again, this time on the B-side. During this
second “6-side BAPTA anomaly”, the BAPTA went unstable in a manner similar to, but not quite the
same as the original A-side anomaly (Figure 13).
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Figure 13. Second On-Orbit “B-Side” Spin Anomaly
Noteworthy during the B-side anomaly, the speed had several unstable “blips” followed by recoveries until
it finally went fully unstable and triggered a spacecraft momentum induced safe hold and spin down
(Figure 14).
The second anomaly on the B-side presented the opportunity to confirm/refute the theory that slip ring
debris “ingestion” was the cause of the original A-side anomaly. -If slip ring debris induced noise were
indeed the cause of the A-side anomaly then there was a good chance (based on our DSCSll life test unit
experience) that subsequent running had cleared the debris and “cleaned up” the noisy A-side resolver
rings. Therefore, troubleshooting was conducted at low speed (0.3 rpm) on both the A and 6 sides of the
BAPTA after the slip rings were warmed (to 15°C) to avoid the cold temperature slip ring noise
phenomenon. Indeed the 6-side remained noisyhnstabie but the A-side was now cleanktable after the
4.5 months of additional run-time since the original A-side anomaly (Figure 15).
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Figure 15. Second On-Orbit Anomaly "A & B-Side" Troubleshooting
Windsat was then successfully restored to operational status again on the A-side on November 6, 2005.
Procedures have been developed to provide a speedy recovery should future anomalies of this nature
arise. Additionally, if the condition eventually arises wherein both A&B sides are noisy at the same time it
may be possible to run the motor open loop (forwards or backwards) in a troubleshooting mode to clean
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up the slip rings as long as the slip rings are not noisy to the point that the motor cannot be commutated
(the resolver is also used to commutate the motor). The ability to run many of these troubleshooting
modes has proven invaluable in troubleshooting and recovering from problems both on the ground and
on-orbit.
Conclusion
The Windsat BAPTA is a long-life precision spin drive assembly with challenging requirements and a
difficult development program. As of November 2005, it has operated for 2.5 years of its 3 year life goal
and it continues to operate well enabling Windsat to generate good wind speed and direction data.
However, after two years of operation, evidence of slip ring noise on the resolver rings has appeared
which has resulted in speed anomalies requiring safe-hold recovery operations. Looking back on the
experiences gained during the development and on-orbit operations some key things were done well and
should be done again (good heritage) and some things could be improved next time (bad heritage). A
brief recap of the key items follows:
What Worked Especiallv Well
Redundancv and Robust Desian Marains
Without robust margins the BAPTA development schedule would have been “broken” and without
redundancy (in ways unanticipated) the BAPTA would not still be operating. Windsat was a low-cost,
low reliability experimental mission and a programmatic decision was made to forgo any redundancy
to contain cost. However, a cost-benefit analysis was presented to management which convinced
management to allow redundancy on the BAPTA (the only redundancy flown on Windsat).
Partner Relationshir, Between Government and Slip Rina Vendor
NRL and the slip ring vendor combined strengths and areas of expertise to build a better product.
NRL provided assistance with bearing design and analysis as well as thermal analysis allowing the
slip ring vendor to concentrate on the rest of the slip ring design.
Desian For Test & Troubleshooting
Designing for test and troubleshooting up front allowed many problems to be solved both on the
ground and on-orbit. Some key items were: the ability to spin in both directions, run open loop, and
turn on both sides of the electronics simultaneously.
What Could Be Done BettedDifferent Next Time
Don’t pass critical BAPTA feedback (resolver) over lona-life slir, rinas
An optical encoder was dropped early on for budgetary reasons and with hindsight one should trade
alternate position feedback devices that do not require slip rings. Alternately, better methods of
preventing slip ring noise from affecting resolver signals could be pursued.
Noise sensitive lona-life slip rinas for space remain challenainq
Based on Windsat experience and recent development and testing on other programs a trade study
should be revisited on gold vs. silver/MoS2 vs. non-contacting (i.e., fiber optic, capacitive coupled)
“slip rings” for long-life noise sensitive applications.
Desian slip rina brushes to accommodate thermal expansion
Windsat copied DSCSll heritage brush design and the power brush design was good with a low
“spring constant” that was insensitive to wear and thermal expansion but the critical signal brushes
had a high ”spring constant”and should have been designed the same as the power brushes.
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